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the global financial markets

Some humble views on capital
market development
BTA Consulting’s principal
activity is the provision of
world class consulting and
insouced executives within the
global financial markets. We
have successfully completed
projects with over 100 clients
in more than 50 countries.
Our brand represents honesty,
thought leadership, innovation
and reliability all of which
combines to create real world
outcomes creating significant
multiples of our fees for our
clients. After 26 years of
capital markets experience, our
profound knowledge pushes
the boundaries of excellence.

how and when a listing lowers
the cost of capital. Such a gap
encourages issuers to explore
substitutes - banks, VCs and
others.

before a founding
entertains a listing.

SME

Given the debt bias, we have
designed:

In addition, few Governments • successful capital market
are using tax as a strategic
tax strategies for markets
weapon to promote the
covering tax incentive
development of the listed
schemes, tax efficient
equity markets. Consequently,
capital market products,
markets without a capital
critical tax eligibility and
markets taxation strategy
anti-avoidance criteria;
will not have the necessary • securitised listed money
incentives to encourage IPOs
market style products for
and investment. Without
banks as a mechanism
incentives, total tax revenues
to achieve a win:win for
collected by Governments are
issuers and investors;
lower, ironically. They are also • tax efficient “diaspora
Primary markets & taxation
certainly more unpredictable
bonds” to attract liquidity
vulnerable to downturns from
capital from a globally
The exchange based markets international events.
nomadic population.
still need significant change
and competition programmes Issuers and the founders of The issues raised above are
to really make the primary SMEs really do aim to minimise just some of the topics that
markets become the true their tax liabilities.
are at the centre of our
engines
of
economic
bespoke market and product
development.
The corporation tax structures development
strategies.
of most economies implicitly We
advise
Governments,
Exchange based capital raising favour debt - as interest is Regulators, Exchanges and
as a ratio of GDP is still low as 100% tax deductible against FMIs on such core issues.
IPO levels remain down. The corporate profits. Additionally,
actual number of companies those markets without an
per country listing on formal imputation system have an
markets are also low.
even heavier debt capital bias.
The cost of capital can be 20
Apart from many of the - 50% higher for equity as
inherent barriers that everyone a result. With that starting
is aware of, no market as far point, the P/E ratio and market
as we are aware, demonstrates cap gains need to be material

Liquidity, liquidity, liquidity
Liquidity levels in secondary
markets need improvement.
Price formation is not
consistently a reliable public
good, nor are many markets
consistently
maximising
liquidity at the lowest cost per
transaction across a sufficiently
broad range of securities. There
are specific issues in different
markets. It is important to look
at the fundamentals behind
liquidity.

to reduce liquidity. In some
markets and with certain ISINs,
the total cost of trading is not
measured in basis points, but in
percentage points. Day trading
is an impossibility where such
conditions prevail.

Adjusting tick size schemes and
introducing new tariff models
is complex. Any modifications
need to increase liquidity,
without lowering the EBIT of
the venue, whilst also treating
customers fairly. Achieving
all three goals together is a
Current MIFID 2 proposals significant challenge.
are likely to widen spreads.
The proposals bring out the Furthermore, what is missing
challenges of an undemocratic in many markets is a careful
market design compromise use of incentive schemes in fee
which could backfire for models.
the EU markets post Brexit.
Creating a one size fits all HFT Behavioural economics needs
driven tick size regime for all to be more central to liquidity
issuers and then leaving a hole development.
Incorporating
for Systematic Internalisers psychological research to
to unfairly extract liquidity understand
how
people
from reference markets has and algorithms really make
the potential to drain some decisions is crucial even in
liquidity from exchanges, illiquid markets. Behavioural
especially in less liquid ISINs economics covers:
and the Emerging / SME
markets. The principles of fair • the fact that people are
markets are being lost in the
not always rational negotiations.
people do not respond
rationally to events or
Elsewhere in the Middle East,
opportunities; and
Asia and Africa the key issues • conventional economics
are the tightness of spreads
does not describe how
and the quality of the order
businesses or people really
book at lower levels of market
work.
depth. Volume at the touch and
at various levels in the order
book is polarised and often not We have examined tariff and
sufficiently resilient to large incentive structures across
orders or market volatility.
a range of industries and
created successful tariff and
Specifically, the tick size incentive models for liquidity
regimes coupled with very development that are proven
simplistic transaction fee to drive up liquidity, avoid a
models create very high total reduction in EBIT and treat
costs of trading. They combine customers fairly.

Market Safety
Then the question is: are
the markets really safe?
Governments nowadays spend
more on road traffic cameras
than exchange-centric market
surveillance
infrastructures.
Road traffic cameras can yield
instant results whereas market
surveillance falls into the
camp of just too difficult. How
many market abuse detection
infrastructures
(surveillance
systems, legal and regulatory
frameworks)
successfully
convict market abuse? Whistle
blowing is more effective. Most
cases are missed and even if
caught, they rarely result in
a successful conviction. The
evidence is not good enough
to meet the criteria of “beyond
reasonable doubt” especially as
most courts do not understand
the evidence.
Outside the exchange based
markets, in the precious metals
and FX markets the regulators
rely on “self regulation” - do
turkeys vote for Christmas?
Here
inter-dealer
price
formation may be efficient but
are FX rates really operating
as a “public good”. Different
customer segments do not
have fair and efficient access.
Despite the lessons of LIBOR
rigging, regulators do not learn
that there is a huge need to
protect the users of the largest

market in the world (FX at $5trillion per day). This
markets has a material affect
on international competitiveness, balance of payments,
international trade and cross
border employment.
This market is so far behind the
curve in terms of transparency,
fairness, auditability. The FX
Code of Conduct is going
to have to be revolutionary
to actually yield real results
that help day to day business.
Why do all the central banks
continue to allow “last
look”? The regulators could
certainly be more proactive to
disallow such huge amounts
of economic leakage ensuing
from the FX markets.
Post Trade
This is becoming an extremely
interesting area. There is so
much change going on.
PFMI IOSCO Standards
In our experience an important
the first step for regulators
should be to update the legal
framework to achieve PFMI
standards especially around
legal certainty, settlement
finality and insolvency rights.
A lot of markets have yet to
implement the core principles
of
finality
(irrevocability,
unconditionality
and
enforceability). Adopting the
standards will attract liquidity
through legal certainty, driving
down costs and creating
efficiency. “Non standard”
markets will have built in
barriers to entry. Beyond legal
certainty, there is a need to
implement all the remaining
PFMI IOSCO standards across
the entire FMI infrastructures.

BTA has been undertaking
a number of compliance
reviews and defining solutions
for markets to achieve a
holistic implementation of all
standards.
CCPs

and margin models also need
to be different for a market
that started from a segregated
name on register model. So
creating a CCP in Frontier and
Emerging Markets really does
require a bespoke design, if
a CCP is implemented at all.
Careful analysis and modelling,
with lateral thinking are all key
success factors.

Many emerging markets are
grappling with how to add a
CCP to their existing 2 Tier
infrastructures. Amongst the Omnibus
many topics to consider are
how to co-mingle a CCP with Then there are those markets
pre-validation & pre-funding? based on omnibus account
structure
models.
These
Emerging markets have been structures place intermediary
founded on different principles objectives above investor
to CCP-centric markets. The protection. These markets have
former are very much agency a bigger challenge uniting
driven, relying on segregation finality simultaneously with
with a zero tolerance to transfer of title. Omnibus
credit risk. Not a bad formula. markets can leave issuers
Mature markets were founded exposed
to
predatory
on a pillar where brokers takeovers and the issuers
and clearing members act often remain blind to their
as principal, using their own owners. Investor relations and
balance sheets as collateral for related corporate governance
the business of their clients.
aspects are certainly diluted
which does not help optimise
This switch from purely agency the benefits of being a public
and zero credit risk to a company. Name on register
principal driven market is non- offers so many advantages for
trivial legally, operationally issuers and investors. It is not
and in terms of acceptability surprising that the omnibus
by intermediaries who prefer markets are looking heavily
to be “messengers” rather than at blockchain rather than
risk insurers.
seriously considering whether
omnibus is the best option.
A cut and paste CCP design
therefore from developed Blockchain
markets into emerging is
certainly not an option. The Applying blockchain in a
EMIR style capital structures registered
or
segregated
are prohibitive for Frontier market
operating
DVP1
Markets. The legal reform settlement, seems to be more
required is significant and a like “here is the answer what
pre-requisite is PFMI Standards was the question”. But where
1 - Legal Certainty. Outsourcing title is opaque and distributed
is also not economic let alone there is certainly some sense in
trying to resolve the risk applying blockchain to many
transfer issues. The settlement post-trade features. However,

blockchain seems to be no
different to a slow version of
pre-validation engulfed in
a blockchain seems to be no
different to a slow version of
pre-validation engulfed in a
security algorithm. It is almost
a full circle but without the
benefits of name on register.
It remains to be seen if it will
really take off.

covering cash and derivative
market products. Managed the
complete procurement process
and contract negotiations.
Innovation included the margin
models, settlement models, SBL
methodology and vendor due
diligence.
Market and Product Design
SME Market Design and
Rules

Where has BTA been busy?
Strategy and IT Solutions
A major Middle East CSD
and Registry

Designed the requirements
for an EU based SME market,
including a set of innovative
tax proposals. Created a set
of hybrid disclosure/criteria
based market rules with better
investor protection including
more robust financial modelling
and disclosure compared to
brand leading SME markets.
Financial Inclusion

Project management and risk
management advice on the
implementation of the initial
phases of PFMI compliance
requirements.

Designed a new Government
securities
instrument,
including the legal, regulatory
and operational requirements
to achieve mass financial
inclusion. The project is
expected to attract several
million people who have
hitherto
been
financially
excluded from the capital
markets. The product will
be distributed across a new
mobile trading and settlement
infrastructure achieving DvP
on a T-instant basis against
mobile wallets. Extended the
design to include “diaspora
bonds”.

System Design and
Procurement

Financial Markets
Infrastructure Review

Developed a 5 year strategy for
a major Middle East CSD and
Registry covering PFMI IOSCO
compliance, new product
development and operational
excellence initiatives, financial
modelling. Created innovative
solutions to achieve financial
goals to overcome market
liquidity gaps.

Undertook
the
strategy,
functional and non functional
requirements design for several
CSD Registries and CCPs in
Europe, Middle East and Asia

Undertook a PFMI review for a
Regulator on behalf of the EBRD.
Defined a solution covering
merging of CSDs and Clearing

infrastructure. Focused on a
radical legal reform to achieve
legal certainty. Assisted in the
recruitment and selection of a
new CEO for the CSD.
Benchmarking Review
Undertook an end to end
benchmarking review of an
Emerging / Developed Market
Exchange / CCP / CSD on
behalf of the EBRD, covering
cash markets and derivatives
solving some complex national,
political, regulatory, business,
product
design,
market
structure, legal and IT issues.
This project really looked at
the big macro issues such as
the lack of a national capital
markets plan, to pension fund
structures down to detailed
transaction cost analysis, fee
model and legal finality matters
creating a huge amount of
value and liquidity.
Existing Product Review and
New Product Design
Enhanced the design and
legal safety of all the existing
information, trading and CSD/
Registry products for a market
seeking to become a Frontier
Market.
Designed a set of new products
for the market including
analysing the legal and
regulatory reform required to
implement the products, as
well as the business goals.
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